
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF JACKSON COUNTY, MISSOURI
,,~T INDEPENDENCE

SAMUEL K. IJIPARI
(St:ttntory Trustee of Dissolved
Medical Supply Chain, IJ1~.)

PIa in tiff P}'O se,

)
)
)
}
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No~0616-CV07421v.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COM'PANV, et al., Division 2

Defendants,

SUGGESTIONS IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF"S
('MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND UNDER RMSO 55+33~'

Defendants General Electric Company, Genera] Electric Capital Business Asset Funding

Corp. and GE Transportation Systems Global Signaling, L.L.C. (the HGTI defendants") submit

these suggestions In opposition to plaintiffs "Motion for Leave to Amend under RMSO 55.33"

filed on October 10,2007. Plaintiff's motion should be overruled for the reasons set forth below.

L STATEMRNT OF THE CASE

This breach of contract suit was filed by Mr. Lipari on March 28, 2006. Plaintiff alleged

a single claim for breach of ~ contract related to an alleged 1"]rch~3cagreement for a building

located at 1600 N.E. Coronado Drive, Blue Springs, Missouri. I·Ie claimed breach of contract

damage in the amount of $450 minion. Plaintiff also alleged he was asserting this claim "in his

role as a statutory trustee for the dissolved Missouri Corporation Medical Supply Chain, Inc~1~1

The plaintiff's motion for leave to amend wes filed on October 2, 2007. This case was

originally set for trial on October 29, 2007, but was recently continued) at plaintiffs request, to

1 Petition, p. I. In response to a motion to dismiss filed in May of 20Q6, plaintiff filed a "notice"
claiming he was an assignee of the claim of the dissolved corporation, rather than a statutory
trustee, but p1ainti ff never sought to amend the petit ion until now.
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be reset in the near future. Plaintiff's motion seeks leave to add a number of parties and assert

entirely new claims, and so if the motion were granted, the case could 110t be set [or trial in ncar

futuro, as the GE defendants (and the new parties plaintiff seeks to add) would need a substantial

amount of time to conduct discovery and prepare for trial on these new claims.

n, Ai\tIENDMENTS SOUGHT BY PLAINTIFF

A. Propos cd Additions to Parties

Plaintiff's proposed amended petition not only seeks leave to add new claims, but also

would add new parties to this case, To begin with, plaintiff originally sued in his role as

statutory trustee of Medical Supply Chain, Inc., a corporation he formed but dissolved before this

case was filed. The proposed amended petition would allege that plaintiff is suing in his role as

assignee of the contractual rights of that dissolved corporation. Moreover, to the extent plaintiff

is seeking to add claims based on event') that occurred a fler the filing of the original petition

(which, as noted below, is not at all clear), then those claims cannot be the claims of a statutory

trustee or as an assignee, since Medical Supply Chain) Inc. was dissolved hefore the petition was

filed.

The proposed amended petit~Ql1al.5Q would add ~ nl,lmbeT of new defendants, including:

(]) Jeffrey Irnmclt, the CEO of General Elcctric

(2) "Bradley J. Schlozman, a private citizen in his capacity as an agent of the

Republican National Committee and the Kansas Republican Party."

(Proposed Amended Petition) ~ 22).

(3) Though not included in the caption, the proposed amended petition also

identifies Seyfarth Shaw LLP, a Chicago-based law finn, among the
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parties listed as defendants. (Proposed Amended Petition, p. 3t at the first

paragraph numbered 20).

T11 addition) the proposed amended petition would drop Carpets 'N More Inc, (which was

previously named but never served) from the caption, but would clearly include as a d~r~-r.d:d1t

its President Stuart Fosler, U10ug11 il later On the second paragraph numbered cc 19'1 names

"Carpets n' More Inc., Stewart Foster" in the list of defendants. Finally, although plainti rr~

claims against Heartland Financial were dismissed by the Court on May 31, 2006, plainti rrs

proposed Amended Petition apparently proposes to reassert allegations against Heartland

Financi al, and also against John Schmidt, its Chief Financial Officer. 2:

Plaintiff's proposed amended petition is not even clear as to whether certain parties are

meant to be added, but plainly it seeks to add a number of new defendants, all of whom would

need to he served and would need substantial time to conduct discovery if added at this late dale.

B. Prop osed New CI3 ims]

"While the proposed Amended Petition is a rambling morass, plaintiff is apparently

attempting to add these claims to his original breach of contract action:

(I) Tortious interference with business expectanci es (Proposed Amended

Petition, pp. 18 ..20); and

l Without withdrawing or amending his original motion, plainti ff submitted a "Corrected
Amended Complaint" on October 12, 2007, which replaced John Schmidt with Christopher
Mcljaniel, and identified him as the "chief officer" of Heartland Financial. In this "Corrected
Amended Complaint," without identifying that 1t was new) plaintiff also included a new
paragraph 189, alleging principally that the GE defendants and their attorneys had "ex parte
communications" with officials of the City or Blue Springs,
J The principal additions to the proposed amended petition include these paragraphs: 2-3t 19-20
(first set), 21-22t 81-95, 118-248, 254-255, and 257~261. Plaintiff also asserts damages of
$700 million, up from $450 million (Proposed Amended Petition, ~ 256), in addition to damages
under the purported RICO claim of $1.35 billion, after trebling.



(2) A claim under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act

(R1CO), 18 lJ.S.C. * 1962s et seq., (proposed Amended Petitions pp. 20 -

37).

Both claims plaintiff seeks to add in the proposed pleading are couched in page upon page of

wi ld conjecture, mixed with a substantial measure of impertinent and scandalous assertions.

1. Tortious Interference

Plaintiff proposes to assert allegations that the General Electric Defendants interfered

wi th plainti rrs "third" attempt to enter the hospital supply market (see Proposed Amended

Petition, ~, 81-83). Plainti ff claims "petitioner' had an oral contract with Michael Lynch for

services in locating a publicly traded company "to merge with" in order to underwrite the costs

of entering the hospital supply market. (Proposed Amended Petition, 'iI 120). Plainti ff says the

':"General Electric defendants through their agents Seyfarth Shaw and Alcoa" allegedly

"terrorized" Lynch and his family, caused Lynch to he jailed, and ruined his reputation, all in an

attempt to cause Lynch to breach his contract with plaintiff. (Proposed Amended Petitions ~ ] 23)

Plaintiff claims an "immediate" loss of $300,000, plus an additional $200 million loss of money

"the petitioner would have received after splitting with the publicly traded company his profits

from four years of selling hospital supply products to hospitals." (Proposed Amended Petition, ~

125). Plaintiffs proposed allegations never suggest when these things purportedly occurred, nor

does plaintiff identify the individuals alleged to have done any of these things,

The proposed pleading goes on to allege that the General Electric defendants interfered in

petitioner's business expectancy in $300,000 in capital for plainti ff's "first attempt" at entry into

the hospital supply market, which plaintiff says was raised for escrow accounts held by US

Bank. (Proposed Amended Petition, ~ 127). Plaintiff gives no hint as to what this alleged
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interference was, except he claims some "coordination" of appeals in the Tenth Circuit in two

cases brought hyMedical Supply Chain (Proposed Amended Petition, ~ 85) that were dismissed

by the district court and later affirmed on appeal! before this case was filed,4

2~ RICO

In connection with the proposed RICO claim, plainti ff asserts a plethora of acts

purportedly underlying the claim, but platntiff alleges that it was not until January 21, 2005 that

he could have discovered that the injuries caused by those acts were wrongfully caused,

(Proposed Amended Petition, ~ 134). In this way, plaintiff concedes any claims based Of) these

l1CW allegations could have been Asserted \V11Cn this case was first filed.

In any event, the allegations under tho proposed RICO claim appear to be based upon

alleged violations of the Hobbs Act, 18 U.S .C. § i95] t and/or allegations of fraud, again all

formed from baseless conjecture and conclusions, including scandalous or impertinent matter.

Plaintiff includes these assertions:

• Attempted extortion to prevent plaintiff from bringing antitrust claims, when in June of
2003~ Jeffrey Immclt and the GE defendants allegedly threatened and intimidated
plaintiff by "deliberately refu~1ng to cite ~ny authority, case law or statute that Medical
Supply's claims were invalid or frivolous" as Medical Supply Chain prepared to assert its
claim s. (Proposed Am end cd Pet ition, ~ 167).

• Attempted extortion, in April of 2005, apparently based on the alleged actions of one
Gene Schroer, who plaintiff alleges was acting on behalf of the Kansas State
Discliplinary Administrator. (Proposed Amended Petition, ,~ 170 - 181) .

., Extortion, in April of 2005, allegedly based on actions of the Independence Examiner
"confrontling]" its own reporter over potential articles on Missouri's cuts in Medicaid.
(Proposed Amended Petition, mr 182 - 186).

• Attempted extortion, in August of 2005., allegedly based on discussions with Medical
Supply Chain 's counsel about sanctions. (Proposed Amended Petition, ~~ 187 -188). (In
July of 2005, the Tenth Circuit held sanctions were warranted against Medical Supply

4 Medical Supply Chain appealed the dismissal of its claims against the GE defendants and
against Jeffrey Immelt, but the dismissal was affirmed. See attached Exhibit A.
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Chain under Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure by virtue of its assertion of
frivolous claims against Jeffrey Irnmelt.) (See Exhibit A)L

• Extortion, before the initial petition was filed in this matter, allegedly based on the fact
that plaintiff was unable to find Missouri counsel willing to take on representation 0 r the
plaintiff. (Proposed Amended Petition, ~~ 189-190). Plainti ff further asserts he
attempted to hire attorney Jim Wirken, hut that the GE defendants' present counsel
allegedly contacted Wirken to discourage Wirkcn from representing plaintiff, as set forth
in this baseless allegation:

"During the conversations, John K. Power placed the Wirkcns in Icar of
associating with the petitioner, falsely stating that the petitioner had been
repeatedly sanctioned [or baseless claims, that John K. Power's clients, the
GE defendants were so powerful that no law firm could stand up to them and
placing the Wirkcns in fear that all the services provided the petitioner would
go uncompensated because the On defendants would prevail no matter what
in court.') (Proposed Amended Petition, ~ 196).

• Fraud, allegedly in the removal of this case to federal court (after dismissal or the only
citizen of Missouri served as a defendant, when it was apparent that plaintiff did not
intend to serve the only remaining defendant whose presence ill the case would destroy
diversity jurisdiction), (Proposed Amended Petition, ~~ 201 - 213).

• Fraudulent testimony by Bradley Schlozman, who plaintiff apparently claims lied in
testimony before the U.S. Senate on June 5t :iOr)7 about decisions to file voter fraud
indictments shortly before elections. In a huge leap, plaintiff says this was urn order to
conceal his conduct in the office of US Attorney for Missouri in furthering the
Republican National Committee's hold over government elected offices in order to
deliver protection from prosecution of the systematic fraud of Medicare and Medicaid
through the Novation LLC scheme to artificially inflate hospital supply costs participated
in by General Electric and General Electric's scheme to monopolize key aluminum
defense component." (Proposed Amended Petition, ~ 229, ~-,r214 - 233).

• Fraudulent misrepresentations by jeffrcy Immelt, allegedly tor not disclosing a 10·K filed
with the SEC on March 3, 2006 uGE's liability to the petitioner for the breach of its real
estate eentraets with the petitioner." (Proposed Amended Petition, 1234).

.. Alleged misrepresentations concerning mediation in this case (Proposed Amended
Petition, ,~ 236 - 248).

ITI. CITATIONS AND ARGUMENT

Rule 55.33 of the Mis~nuri Rules of Civil Procedure provides that a. "pleading may he

amended only by leave of court or by written C011SCllt of the adverse party; and leave shall be

freely given when justice so requires." However, a party does not have an absolute right to file
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even a first amended petition. Sun Elec. Corp. v. Morgan) 678 S.W.2d 410, 412 (Mo. App.

t9R4); Koller v. Ranger Insurance Company, 569 S.\V.2c1 372) 373 (Mo. Apr. 1978).

"Factors that should be considered in deciding whether to allow leave to amend a petition

are: (1) hardship to the moving party if leave is hot granted; (2) reasons for failure to include any

new maUer in earlier pleadings; (3) tlnleI1n~~s of the application; (4) whether an amendment

could cure the inadequacy o r the moving party's pleading; and (5) injustice resulting to the party

opposing the motion, should it be gran ted I"" Dueker v. Gill, 175 S.W.3d 662~ 671 (Mo. ApP1

2005) (quoting Moore ,J. Firstar Bank, 96 S.W .3d 898) 904 (Mo. App, 2003)}.

In Dueker, the court explained that rulings on motions to amend arc reviewed only for

abuse of discretion:

"The denial of an amendment is presumed correct and the burden is on tile
proponent to show that the trial court clearly and palpably abused its discretion."
Vickers v. Progressive Cas. Ins. Co., 979 S.W.2d 200~ 205 (Mo. App. 1998).
"Judicia) discretion is abused when a ruling is so arbitrary and unreasonable as to
shock the sense of justice and indicate a tack of careful consideration." Rhodus v.
Wheeler, 927 S_W.2d 433> 436 (Mo. App. 1996). "The determination of whether
a circuit court abused its discretion in denying leave to amend is best measured In
terms of whether justice is furthered or subverted by the course taken." Baker v.
City of Kansas City, 671 S.\V.2d 325} 329 (Mo. App. 1984).

Dueker, 175 S.W.3d at 671 (full citations added). In Dueker, the court affirmed that leave to

amend was properly denied when the amended pleading did not include facts unknown at the

time of the original pleading and plaintiff failed to explain why the new matters were not

asserted in the original petition. Id. at 672~673.

TIle recognized purpose of allowing amendments to the pleadings is to allow a party to

amend so as to present evidence that was overlooked or unknown when the original pleading was

riled, but without changing the original cause or action. Moore v. Firstar Bonk) 96 S~W. 3d 898,

904 (Mo. App. 2003). lienee, there is no abuse of discretion in denying the amended pleadings
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of parties who fail to show the pleadings include matters that were unknown at the time the

original pleading was filed. Id.; Estate of Anderson v. Day, 921 S.W.2d 35~39 (Mo. Apr. 1996).

Under this standard] plaintiffs request for leave to amend should be denied. First)

virtually a11 0 r the allegations concern matters that purportedly occurred before this case was

filed, and pln,nti IT has offered no cxp lanation for the failure to raise these matters C3l·1iCT.

Second, plaintiff's attempt to adrl new parties at this juncture would prejudice defendants herein,

who will be unable to have the breach of contract claim asserted by plaintiff resolved in a timely

fashion, Third) plaintiffs proposed allegations demonstrate no claim with any merit against the

new proposed defendants) as the proposed amended petition is filled only with baseless,

conclusory a]legations, including against the CEO of General Electric, who previously won the

right to sanctions against Medical Supply Chain, Inc. for pursuing frivolous allegations against

him.

Finally, given the muddle of allegations jumbled together in the proposed pleading, it

would be futi le for plainti ff to amend, since the allegations do not satisfy Missouris pleading

requirements, In Missouri, A "pleading that sets forth a claim for relief. .. shall contain (1) n shor:

alld plain statement of the facts showing that the pleader is entitled to relief].]" Rule 55.05)

Missouri Rules of Civil Procedure (emphasis added). "The purpose of fact-pleading is to

present, define and isolate the controverted issues so as to advise the trial court and the parties of

the issues to be tried and to expedite the trial of a cause on the merits. The pleadings limit and

define the issues of the case," Luethans v. Wash. Univ., 894 S.W.2d 169, 171 ..72 (Mo. bane

1995) (citations and internal quotation marks omitted).

Instead of a short and plain statement of the facts, plaintiff proposes to file a prolix essay

that does not identify and define the issues as required under the Missouri Rules to enable the
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parties to properly conduct discovery or to prepare for trial. Because of this, even to the extent

the allegations somehow reference a set of essential facts that, if proven, could support A claim,

plaintiff's allegations are insufficient, ~nd it would be prejudicial to saddle defendants with

responding to the proposed amended petition.

Conclusion

For the reasons set forth above, plainti fr~motion for leave to amend should he overruled.

J-TUSCH & EPPENBERGER, LLC

By;~;(Al~
John K. Power #35312
Leonard L. \Vagncr #39783
1200 Main Street, Suite 2300
Kansas City, MO 64105
Telephone: (816) 421-4800
Facsimile: {S16) 421-0596
john, powcr@huseh.com
]eonard Iwa.gll er@lU1Sch.coln

ATTORNEVS FOR GENERAL ELECTRIC
COMPANY, GENERAL ELECTRIC CAPITAL
BUSINESS ASSET FUNDING CORPORA TJON
AND OR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
GLOBAL SIGNALING, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and accurate copy of the foregoing was
forwarded this 23rtl day of October) 2007 ~by first class mail, postage prepaid to:

Samuel K. Lipari
297 NE Bayview
Lee's Surnmit, MO G4064
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